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Abstract
This study investigates the pitch properties of infant-directed speech (IDS) specific to
word-learning contexts in which mothers introduce unfamiliar words to children. Using
a semi-spontaneous story-book telling task, we examined (1) whether mothers made
distinctions between unfamiliar and familiar words with pitch in IDS compared to adultdirected speech (ADS); (2) whether pitch properties change when mothers address
children from 18 to 24 months; and (3) how Mandarin Chinese and Dutch IDS differ in
their pitch properties in word-learning contexts. Results show that the mean pitch of
Mandarin Chinese IDS was already ADS-like when children were 24 months, but Dutch
IDS remained exaggerated in pitch at the same age. Crucially, Mandarin Chinese mothers
used a higher pitch and a larger pitch range in IDS when introducing unfamiliar words,
while Dutch mothers used a higher pitch specifically for familiar words. These findings
contribute to the language-specificity of prosodic input in early lexical development.
Keywords: infant-directed speech; word learning; cross-linguistic

Introduction
Infant-directed speech (IDS) is an important type of input in early language acquisition
(Ramírez-Esparza, García-Sierra, & Kuhl, 2014). Prototypical IDS has exaggerated
prosody compared to adult-directed speech (ADS), and is often considered universal
across languages and cultures (see reviews in Cristia, 2013; Soderstrom, 2007). IDS
prosody has been shown to facilitate word learning; toddlers learn words better from
IDS compared to ADS (Graf Estes & Hurley, 2013; Ma, Golinkoff, Houston, &
Hirsh-Pasek, 2011), and some aspects of IDS have been associated with children’s
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vocabulary size (e.g., Kalashnikova & Burnham, 2018; Porritt, Zinser, Bachorowski, &
Kaplan, 2014). However, the language-specificity of IDS is often neglected in the
literature (see Wang, Seidl, & Cristia, 2016, for a review). Also, no study to date has
specifically investigated the prosody of IDS in word-learning contexts in which
mothers introduce unfamiliar words to children. Specifically, it is not clear whether
mothers use prosody to highlight novel (unfamiliar) words compared to known
(familiar) words when addressing children. Furthermore, as most studies focus on
IDS addressed to preverbal children, less is known about the age-related changes of
IDS prosody in the second year of life when vocabulary learning is accelerated
(Goldfield & Reznick, 1990). To better understand the language-specificity of IDS
prosody in word-learning contexts and to demonstrate the age-related changes of
IDS prosody in the second year of life, we conducted a cross-linguistic investigation
of IDS using similar speech elicitation methods in two different languages. Since we
focus on pitch cues relevant to word learning in linguistic input, we chose two
languages that differ in their use of pitch at the lexical level, namely Mandarin
Chinese, a tonal language, and Dutch, a non-tonal language.
IDS facilitates lexical development
Typically developing children acquire their vocabulary at a fast speed in the first two years
of life. They recognize some common words at 6–9 months (Bergelson & Swingley, 2012),
start to produce words by the end of their first year (Bloom, 2001), and become proficient
word learners at around 18 months old. From about 18 months to 24 months, children’s
word learning ability gradually improves and their vocabulary size rapidly increases (Bion,
Borovsky, & Fernald, 2013; Goldfield & Reznick, 1990). In order to learn words, children
need to be familiar with the sounds in their native language(s) and must be able to
segment words from continuous speech, recognize familiar words in speech, and
associate a novel word label to an object or an action.
Children learn words from language input; however, little is known about the quality
of prosodic input in word-learning contexts, in which mothers introduce unfamiliar
words to their child. IDS is an important type of input in early language acquisition,
and has a distinctive prosody compared to ADS. Prototypical IDS is mainly
characterized by a higher pitch, a larger pitch range, exaggerated F0 excursions, and a
slower speaking rate (Benders, 2013; Cristia, 2013). These prosodic modifications in
IDS have been shown to attract infants’ attention, convey positive affect, and facilitate
language acquisition (Kitamura, Thanavishuth, Burnham, & Luksaneeyanawin, 2002;
Soderstrom, Blossom, Foygel, & Morgan, 2008). In order to investigate the role of IDS
in lexical development, studies often compare the prosodic characteristics of IDS with
those of ADS (see Thorson, 2018, for a review).
Two lines of studies have shown that the prosody and, in particular, the pitch
properties of IDS may play a significant role in children’s lexical development. The
first line of research shows evidence that the pitch properties of IDS correlate with
children’s vocabulary size, and the second line directly compares children’s word
learning performance under either ADS or IDS conditions. Regarding the first line of
research, only a few studies have investigated the correlations between IDS pitch and
language outcomes, and the results are inconsistent. For instance, Porritt et al. (2014)
found that English-speaking mothers who had a higher F0 range in their speech had
children with larger expressive vocabulary. However, in a recent study, Kalashnikova
and Burnham (2018) did not find any correlation between the exaggeration of pitch
in Australian English IDS and children’s vocabulary size. As the authors suggested,
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the pitch modifications in IDS may not be related to the facilitative effects of IDS on
language acquisition. Taken together, whether pitch properties in IDS are related to
vocabulary size is still unclear.
The second line of research suggests that children generally perform better in tasks
related to lexical acquisition when they hear prototypical IDS compared to ADS. For
example, English- and German-learning children could only segment words in
continuous speech from IDS input but not when hearing ADS input (Thiessen, Hill,
& Saffran, 2005; Mani & Pätzold, 2016). English-learning infants were able to
recognize words that they were familiarized with in IDS even after 24 hours, but not
when the words were introduced in ADS (Singh, Nestor, Parikh, & Yull, 2009).
When it comes to word-to-object mapping, Ma et al. (2011) showed that
English-learning 21-month-old children succeeded at word-to-object mapping when
listening to the auditory forms of words presented in IDS but not in ADS. Only
after 27 months of age could children learn novel words presented in ADS. Similarly,
Graf Estes and Hurley (2013) found that 17.5-month-old English-learning children
only learned word–object pairings when the words were produced in IDS, but they
failed to learn words in the ADS condition. The facilitative effects of IDS on word
learning are not restricted to behavioral evidence. Zangl and Mills (2007) found that
IDS increased infants’ neural activity compared with ADS. Specifically, 6-month-old
English-learning children only showed increased neural activity in response to
familiar words in IDS compared to ADS, and when children reached 13 months of
age they showed increased neural activity for both familiar and unfamiliar words in
IDS. It should be noted that the prototypical IDS stimuli in these studies had both
exaggerated pitch and a slower speaking rate compared to the ADS stimuli. Thus,
while the studies illustrated above invariably suggest that prototypical IDS facilitates
children’s online word processing, it is not clear whether such facilitative effects can
be (solely) attributed to exaggerated pitch. Song, Demuth, and Morgan (2010)
further investigated which acoustic cues in IDS might support word recognition.
Their findings suggest that slow speaking rate and vowel hyperarticulation, but not
wide pitch range, significantly improved children’s online word recognition.
Taken together, prototypical IDS facilitates children’s online word learning, but the
role of exaggerated pitch in these facilitative effects is not clear. Also, studies on the
relationship between IDS pitch properties and lexical development are limited, and
the results are inconsistent. In order to understand the role of IDS in word learning,
it is first necessary to examine how mothers highlight unfamiliar words compared to
familiar words in natural IDS. However, so far, little is known about the prosodic
input in such word-learning contexts.
Pitch properties of IDS specific to word learning contexts
Hyper and Hypo-speech (H&H) theory suggests that speakers are aware of the
information required by a listener and adapt their speech accordingly (Lindblom,
1990), which was initially proposed to explain the phonetic variations in speech and
has often been used to explain the ‘vowel hyperarticulation’ phenomenon in IDS
which may facilitate children’s categorical learning (e.g., Kuhl et al., 1997). Based on
H&H theory, Fernald (2000, p. 242) suggests that, when interacting with children,
adults tend to “[…] modify their speech in ways that serve to maximize
predictability for the immature listener […]”, which may consequently facilitate
children’s word recognition. For example, both American English and Japanese IDS
have more words produced in isolation and have more repetitions (Fernald &
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Morikawa, 1993). Also, contextually new information is highlighted by prosodic means
in IDS (e.g., Fernald & Mazzie, 1991, to be reviewed later). If IDS is adapted in a way
that may facilitate word recognition, it is certainly possible that mothers distinguish
unfamiliar words and familiar words with prosody in IDS in support of word learning.
To our knowledge, however, no research has directly investigated the prosody of IDS in
word-learning contexts by comparing how mothers distinguish unfamiliar words and
familiar words with prosody when talking to children. It is important to distinguish
between words that are new in a discourse context and words that are unfamiliar to the
infants. Young children, as early language learners, encounter unfamiliar words on a
regular basis, whereas words directed at adults are usually only ‘contextually new’ within
a specific conversational context and rarely novel or unfamiliar. Thus, we use the terms
‘unfamiliar words’ to refer to words that children have not acquired, and ‘contextually
new information’ to refer to parts of an utterance that are being introduced to the
conversation for the first time but are not necessarily unfamiliar to the addressee.
Correspondingly, the term ‘contextually given information’ refers to information that
has already been established in the discourse context, while ‘familiar words’ refers to
words that the child has already acquired into his or her vocabulary. In ADS, speakers
usually highlight contextually new information in discourse by increasing pitch and/or
enlarging pitch range, while downplaying given information by reducing these prosodic
parameters or by using pronouns in place of lexical forms when mentioning a word for
the second time (Chafe, 1976; Gundel, 1999; Halliday, 1967). In IDS, however, mothers
usually repeat the same word several times when talking to children instead of replacing
the word with a pronoun (Fernald & Simon, 1984).
Several studies have shown that such prosodic marking of contextually new words is
also present in IDS, and its manifestation is different from ADS. Fernald and Mazzie
(1991) were the first to examine how F0 is used to highlight contextually new words
in English IDS compared to ADS. The target words used in the study were common
clothing words (e.g., ‘shorts’ and ‘socks’). To elicit target words, mothers of
14-month-old children were instructed to describe a picture-book containing six
target items, introduced successively, to their child and to an adult. They found that
mothers typically placed the F0 peak of the utterance on the target words when they
introduced contextually new words in IDS; however, the same pattern did not hold
true for ADS. Moreover, the second-mention target items (i.e., contextually given
words) also showed a greater tendency to occur on F0 peaks in IDS versus ADS.
Plus, mothers tended to increase the maximum F0 on the second mentions of a
target word compared to the first mentions in IDS. The authors interpreted these
results as evidence that prosodic emphasis is placed on both contextually new and
contextually given words in IDS – a phenomenon that is not typical in ADS. Even
though the authors noted that the familiarity of the target words might vary among
the infants, it was not taken into account in their analysis.
Fisher and Tokura (1995) also compared the production of contextually new
(first-mention) and contextually given (second-mention) words in English IDS and
ADS, but they differed from Fernald and Mazzie (1991) in their elicitation
methodology. In this study, mothers of 14-month-old children watched a puppet
show which consisted of ten events acted out with ten puppets. The names of the
puppets were target words (e.g., ‘tiger’, ‘lion’, and ‘giraffe’). Mothers were asked to
describe the events to their child and to an adult. In each event, two puppets were
engaged in an action. One puppet (a giraffe) was always in the scene, and the other
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animal puppet differed across events. The target puppet was always the patient of an
action. For example:
“Your favorite. That’s a giraffe. Look he’s is petting, and lovin’ on the giraffe. Look
he’s petting’ him, pettin’ him.” (Fisher & Tokura, 1995, p. 293)
The prosodic correlates (e.g., F0, position relative to pitch peak, duration, and
amplitude) of vowels in the first and second mentions of the target words were
analyzed. The results showed that, in IDS, vowels in second mentions had a lower
pitch, a smaller pitch range, and a shorter duration, indicating that contextually new
words were prosodically prominent compared to contextually given words. These
results suggest that a given–new contrast does exist prosodically in IDS; however,
contrary to Fernald and Mazzie (1991), the authors conclude that the given–new
contrast in IDS is similar to the pattern in ADS. As most of the target words were
reported as “unknown to the infants” by the mothers (Fisher & Tokura, 1995,
p. 292), the familiarity of words was not taken into account as a factor in their analysis.
Since mothers tend to repeat a word several times in IDS, Bortfeld and Morgan
(2010) extended Fisher and Tokura (1995) to multiple mentions of target words and
examined how mothers of preverbal children (9- and 10-month-olds) mark
contextually new and given information across multiple mentions. They used the
same methods as in Fisher and Tokura but conducted their prosodic analyses on
entire words instead of vowels. The results showed that, when the target words were
mentioned for the first time, they received prosodic prominence, while second
mentions did not. Specifically, the first mentions showed larger mean F0, higher
maximum F0, and longer duration in comparison to second mentions. When
measuring more mentions, a significant quartic trend is shown in four acoustic
measures: mean F0, maximum F0, F0 range, and duration. These results suggest that
mothers alternate between stressed and unstressed realizations across multiple
mentions in English IDS. This study, however, did not test ADS in the same task;
thus it is not clear whether the same speech pattern would emerge if mothers were
involved in the same task in an ADS condition. As in Fisher and Tokura, the
familiarity of words was not controlled for in their data analysis.
Even though the results from the studies outlined above are all interpretable as
evidence for the highlighting of ‘new’ words in IDS, and they all indicate the
facilitating effects of IDS on word learning, none of these studies has specifically
addressed the prosody of unfamiliar words in comparison with familiar words in IDS.
Despite a lack of understanding about the nature of prosody specific to word-learning
contexts in IDS, there is some evidence to show that children’s word learning may
benefit from prosodic accentuation. Männel and Friederici (2013) found that
prosodic accentuation may facilitate 6- and 9-month-old children’s recognition of
familiar words. With regard to novel word learning, Grassmann and Tomasello
(2007) demonstrated that 24-month-old children learned a novel noun only when it
was prosodically accented. In their study, 24-month-old German-speaking children
were taught a novel (unfamiliar) noun and a novel (unfamiliar) verb (both of which
were phonotactically legal German pseudo-words) in a sentence, for example “Der
Feks miekt”, in which either the noun or the verb was accented and marked by a
higher pitch, a larger pitch range, and a longer duration. They found that children
were able to learn the novel noun when it was both accented and novel but not when
it was only accented (but novel) or only novel (but not accented).
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To summarize, previous studies have only examined the prosodic marking of
contextually new information. The familiarity of words to children has not been
taken into account. Consequently, the prosody of IDS in word-learning contexts is
not clear from these studies. The current study thus set out to investigate the
prosody and specifically the pitch cues of IDS in word-learning contexts. If mothers
specifically manipulate pitch in IDS in order to facilitate word learning, they would
have an exaggerated pitch (i.e., higher pitch and larger pitch range) when they
introduce unfamiliar words as compared to familiar words. Furthermore, it should
be noted that previous studies on the prosodic marking of new information were all
conducted on English-speaking dyads. It remains unknown whether these results can
be generalized to other languages with different prosodic characteristics.
Language-universal and language-specific pitch modifications in IDS
The exaggerated prosody of IDS is found in almost all languages and cultures, with only
a few exceptions such as Quiché Mayan (Bernstein Ratner & Pye, 1984; Ingram, 1995).
IDS is thus often considered to exist universally across languages and cultures. In most
studies on IDS, the speech samples from IDS conditions are natural mother–child
interactions or semi-structured play sessions in laboratory settings, while the speech
samples from ADS conditions are conversations or interviews with an experimenter.
Eliciting speech in such a way ensures the naturalness of speech data, but the
content and contexts of speech data in natural mother–child interactions differ to a
large extent, making it difficult to directly compare the results between studies on
different languages.
Also, cross-linguistic comparisons of IDS are scarce. The few existing cross-linguistic
investigations have only examined its generally exaggerated prosody, showing that the
differences among IDS in different languages are mainly related to the degree of
prosodic exaggeration. For example, even though IDS prosody in all these languages is
exaggerated compared to ADS in the same language, the difference in mean pitch
between American English ADS and IDS is larger than in British English, French,
Italian, German, or Japanese (Fernald et al., 1989). To our knowledge, Grieser and Kuhl
(1988) were the first to compare IDS in non-tonal languages (American English and
German) and a tonal language (Mandarin Chinese). They found that Mandarin Chinese
IDS, as in American English and German, exhibits a higher pitch and larger pitch range
compared to Mandarin Chinese ADS. Later, Kitamura et al. (2002) compared the pitch
properties (mean pitch, pitch range, and utterance slope-F0) of spontaneous Australian
English (a non-tonal language) and Thai (a tonal language) IDS in the first year of life.
They found that both Australian English and Thai IDS were more exaggerated than
ADS; however, Australian English IDS was generally more exaggerated with respect to
pitch properties (mean pitch and pitch range) than Thai IDS. To summarize,
cross-linguistic comparisons of IDS in different languages show a universal exaggeration
of pitch-related properties compared to ADS, and language-specific aspects seem to be
only with respect to the degree of prosodic exaggeration.
However, the prosodic differences between languages may affect IDS in a more
complicated way. As mentioned above, previous studies on cross-linguistic
comparisons are taken at the general prosodic level without taking a specific context
into consideration. In word-learning contexts, different languages may employ
different strategies to exaggerate general pitch properties and to highlight unfamiliar
words while retaining contrastive pitch at the word level. Specifically, IDS in tonal
languages and non-tonal languages may show differences in IDS pitch modifications.
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In non-tonal languages (e.g., English and Dutch), pitch is mainly used for intonational
purposes, whereas in tonal languages (e.g., Mandarin Chinese and Thai), pitch is used
to distinguish lexical meanings in addition to conveying intonational information (Yip,
2002). Lexical pitch interacts with the generally exaggerated prosody, which may affect
the word and sentence prosody in IDS. This interaction may further impact the pitch in
word-learning contexts when unfamiliar words need to be highlighted with pitch on
top of the general intonational modifications.
To consider the cross-linguistic differences and the effect of speech contexts on IDS
prosody with respect to the different uses of pitch, we set up a word-learning context in
which mothers introduced unfamiliar words and familiar words to their child, using
similar speech elicitation methods in the two languages: Mandarin Chinese (a tonal
language) and Dutch (a non-tonal language).
So far, only a few empirical studies have investigated Dutch and/or Mandarin Chinese
IDS. These studies have focused on prosodic exaggeration and vowel hyperarticulation.
At the intonational level, both Dutch and Mandarin Chinese IDS, as in many other
languages, have a higher pitch and a larger pitch range compared to ADS when
addressing preverbal children (Grieser & Kuhl, 1988; Liu et al., 2009; Van de Weijer,
1999). Benders (2013) investigated Dutch IDS addressed to 11- and 15-month-old
children. The results showed that the median F0 was higher and F0 excursions were
larger in IDS compared to ADS at both ages. Vowels in Mandarin Chinese IDS are
hyperarticulated (Liu, Tsao, & Kuhl, 2009; Tang, Xu Rattanasone, Yuen, & Demuth,
2017), but vowels in Dutch IDS show hypoarticulation instead (Benders, 2013). In
addition, lexical tones in Mandarin Chinese IDS are hyperarticulated (Han, de Jong, &
Kager, 2018a; Tang et al., 2017). Related to IDS in word-learning contexts, Johnson,
Lahey, Ernestus, and Cutler (2013) showed that, in a word-teaching task, caregivers
produced adjectives less frequently compared to common nouns, proper nouns, or
verbs. However, pitch properties were not included in their analyses. A recent study
found that Dutch mothers slowed down their utterances when introducing unfamiliar
words compared to utterances containing familiar words in IDS when addressing
18-month-old children (Han, de Jong, & Kager, 2018b). To summarize: importantly,
none of these studies has addressed the pitch properties of IDS specific to
word-learning contexts.
Age effect
Another factor that affects prosodic modifications in IDS is a child’s age. Many studies
have investigated the age-related changes of IDS prosody in the first year of life. For
example, Stern, Spieker, Barnett, and MacKain (1983) found that the pitch properties in
IDS were most exaggerated when children were about 4 months old. Kitamura et al. (2002)
investigated the age-related changes in pitch in IDS addressing Australian English learners
in their first year of life. They found that the mean F0 increased at 6 months, decreased at 9
months, and increased again at 12 months. However, F0 range did not differ between ADS
and IDS in any of the age groups under investigation. In a cross-linguistic comparison of
IDS in Korean, Tagalog, and Sri Lankan Tamil, Narayan and McDermott (2016) found
that there were no age-related changes from 4 to 16 months. For all the languages, and
at all ages under investigation, IDS had a higher pitch and a larger pitch range than
ADS. In a longitudinal study on Dutch IDS, Benders (2013) found that pitch level and
pitch excursions are more exaggerated to 15-month-old children than to 11-month-old
children. A longitudinal study compared Taiwanese-Mandarin-speaking mothers’
speech to preverbal children and to five-year-olds. The degree of pitch exaggeration
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(measured on vowels) was larger with preverbal children compared to with five-year-old
children (Liu et al., 2009).
Most of these studies suggest that pitch-related properties of IDS tend to become less
exaggerated as children grow older, though conflicting results exist. Also, most studies
focused on the first year of life; thus less is known about how IDS changes beyond the
first year. From about 16–18 months to 24 months, both children’s receptive and
expressive vocabularies start to increase rapidly. This period is known as the
‘vocabulary spurt’ period (Goldfield & Reznick, 1990). Also, during this same age
period children’s ‘fast mapping’ ability – the ability to map a novel label and a novel
object based on minimal exposure – gradually improves. In particular, 18-month-old
children do not reliably map a novel label to a novel object, but 24-month-old
children can reliably associate a novel label to a novel object (Bion et al., 2013). The
current study, therefore, specifically targeted this age-range and asked whether
Mandarin Chinese and Dutch IDS change from 18 to 24 months.
The current study
Taken together, most studies on IDS to date focus on its general prosody. In particular,
no research has addressed whether mothers use pitch to highlight unfamiliar words
compared to familiar words in IDS. Plus, there are relatively few cross-linguistic
comparisons between IDS in languages with and without lexical tones, and
age-related changes of IDS in the second year of life are less understood. Given the
potential cross-linguistic differences and age-related changes in the use of pitch in
IDS in word-learning contexts, the current study set out to investigate the following
research questions: (1) Do mothers make distinctions between unfamiliar and
familiar words with pitch in IDS compared to ADS? Specifically, do mothers use an
exaggerated pitch (higher pitch and/or larger pitch range) when they introduce
words that are unfamiliar to children compared to familiar words in IDS? Since
exaggerated pitch attracts infants’ attention (e.g., Fernald & Simon, 1984; Masataka,
1992) and children associate novel words with novel objects only when the novel
word is marked by a higher pitch, larger pitch range, and longer duration
(Grassmann & Tomasello, 2007), we expect that mothers would have a comparatively
higher mean pitch and/or a larger pitch range when they introduce unfamiliar words
than for familiar words in IDS in order to facilitate word learning. (2) Do pitch
properties of IDS and IDS specific to word-learning contexts change when mothers
address children from 18 to 24 months? As the prosodic exaggeration usually
decreases as children get older, we predict that the global IDS prosody addressing
18-month-old children is more exaggerated than IDS addressing 24-month-old
children. Regarding the pitch properties of IDS specific to word-learning contexts, we
have two predictions. First, they may become less exaggerated compared to ADS
from 18 to 24 months of age, consistent with global pitch modifications.
Alternatively, they may remain the same between 18 and 24 months while the global
pitch properties become less exaggerated. (3) How do Dutch and Mandarin Chinese
IDS show different patterns in their use of pitch cues in word-learning contexts? To
answer this research question, we will compare the pitch properties of IDS specific to
word-learning contexts in Dutch and Mandarin Chinese.
To address the three research questions, we conducted two experiments using similar
materials and procedures in both Experiment 1 (Mandarin Chinese) and Experiment 2
(Dutch). This study is part of a larger study on cross-linguistic comparisons of IDS
prosody specific to word-learning contexts (see also Han et al., 2018b). We adopted
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a cross-sectional design in the Mandarin Chinese experiment and used a longitudinal
design in the Dutch experiment.1 In both experiments, we used a semi-spontaneous
story-book telling task to elicit both ADS and IDS. The book contains words both
familiar and unfamiliar to children. We measured pitch (mean F0 and F0 range) at
word and utterance level in the speech data.

Experiment 1: Mandarin Chinese
Method
Participants
Twenty-one Mandarin-Chinese-speaking mothers of 18-month-old children (mean age =
18;15 [months;days], age range = 17;21–18;27; girls N = 9; mean age of mothers = 30 years,
age range = 25–39 years) and nineteen mothers of 24-month-old children (mean
age = 24;13, age range = 23;27–24;30; girls N = 10; mean age of mothers = 31 years, age
range = 32–36 years) participated in the study. All mothers had higher education
(undergraduate degree and above). The Mandarin Chinese dyads were recruited from
kindergartens in Yichang, China. All the participant mothers spoke Mandarin Chinese
(the official language in China) proficiently.2 All children were typically developing.
Materials
A picture-book was designed to elicit a set of seven target words, with five unfamiliar
words and two familiar words (Table 1). For each page, one target word was shown on
the left side, and an illustration including a depiction of the target word was shown on
the right side. Aside from the target words, no other script was provided. An additional
six pages of pictures were used as fillers throughout the book to make the story
coherent. The target words were all disyllabic nouns. As we wanted to use similar
materials for both the Mandarin Chinese and Dutch experiments, we selected
familiar words that were listed in both the Mandarin Chinese (M-CDI; Tardif,
Fletcher, Liang, & Kaciroti, 2009) version and the Dutch version (N-CDI; Zink &
Lejaegere, 2002) of MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventories (CDI;
Fenson, Marchman, Thal, Dale, & Reznick, 2007). In contrast, the unfamiliar words
were not listed in either M-CDI or N-CDI. Also, the familiar words were more
frequent than the unfamiliar words in each language.3 Selecting target words in such
1
The difference in design was mainly due to the practical situation in which we recruited our participants
in China. The participants were mostly recruited from early education programs in kindergartens where
they did not enroll for longer than a semester (6 months).
2
All the participant mothers spoke Mandarin Chinese and a dialect (Southwest Mandarin). The
participant children heard this dialect in their language community, but were exposed to Mandarin
Chinese at home, at kindergarten, and in the national media. This type of bilingual language
background is common for most people in China (Li & Lee, 2006). We set these criteria when
recruiting participants: (1) the mothers should speak Mandarin Chinese with good proficiency (with
minimal accent); (2) the mothers should mostly speak Mandarin Chinese to their children at home; and
(3) the children should be learning Mandarin Chinese as one of their first languages.
3
The ranking (lower rank indicating a higher frequency) of Mandarin Chinese word frequency based on
Cai and Brysbaert (2010) is: yé ye ‘grandpa’ (1662), píng guo ‘apple’ (2939), mí lù ‘moose’ (17914), hé lí
‘beaver’ (55578), hé tao ‘walnut’ (12883), chéng ba o ‘castle’ (3149), and nán guā ‘pumpkin’ (5744). The
ranking of Dutch word frequency according to Keuleers, Brysbaert, and New (2010) is: opa ‘grandpa’
(1211), appel ‘apple’ (4666), eland ‘moose’ (12385), bever ‘beaver’ (11515), walnoot ‘walnut’ (28953),
kasteel ‘castle’ (2185), pompoen ‘pumpkin’ (12830), bamboe ‘bamboo’ (30072), wezel ‘weasel’ (14576),
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Table 1. Target words in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2
Dutch
18 months

Chinese 18
and 24 months
(Pinyin)

English
translation

Dutch
24 months

English
translation

Familiar

opa

yé ye

‘grandpa’

opa

‘grandpa’

Familiar

appel

píng guǒ

‘apple’

appel

‘apple’

Default
familiarity

Unfamiliar

eland

mí lù

‘moose’

emoe

‘emu’

Unfamiliar

bever

hé lí

‘beaver’

wezel

‘weasel’

Unfamiliar

walnoot

hé tao

‘walnut’

bamboe

‘bamboo’

Unfamiliar

kasteel

chéng bǎo

‘castle’

kapel

‘chapel’

Unfamiliar

pompoen

nán guā

‘pumpkin’

jasmijn

‘jasmine’

a way was to ensure that the default familiarity of the words applied to most of the
participants. However, due to individual differences in vocabulary knowledge, the
actual familiarity of the target words might vary among children. Thus, after reading
the picture-book in both ADS and IDS conditions, mothers filled out a word
checklist to determine whether their child had already understood the target words
before the experiment. This information was coded as Familiarity (Familiar/
Unfamiliar) and used in data analyses.
Procedure
All participants were tested in a quiet room. Before the experiment, mothers were given a
few minutes to familiarize themselves with the book. Each experiment consisted of two
conditions: an IDS condition and an ADS condition. In the IDS condition, the child sat
on his or her mother’s lap, and the mother was instructed to tell the story to her child the
way she usually would at home. The mothers were specifically told that they could use
any sentences; the only requirement was to include the words given on each page. In
the ADS condition, the mothers were instructed to tell the story to the experimenter
(female, a native speaker of Mandarin Chinese), and to take into account the fact that
she was a college student. The order of the two conditions was counterbalanced across
participants. A ZOOM H1 recorder (with 16-bit resolution and a sampling rate of
44.1 kHz) was used to make audio-recordings. Each experimental session took about
15–20 minutes. All participants received a book as a gift after the experiment.

Experiment 2: Dutch
Method
Participants
Thirty Dutch-speaking mother–child dyads participated when children were 18 months
old (mean age of children = 18;14, age range = 18;00–18;29; girls N = 17; mean age of
mothers = 35 years, age range = 29–44 years). The same participants visited the lab
emoe ‘emu’ (76161), kapel ‘chapel’ (8604), and jasmijn ‘jasmine’ (26190). Note that word frequency is only
provided to show that unfamiliar words usually have a lower word frequency. Ranking is not comparable
between languages. We used the mothers’ reports as an indication for Familiarity in analyses.
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again when the children were 24 months old (mean age of children = 24;18, age range =
24;00–26;30). The Dutch mother–child dyads were recruited from the Utrecht Baby Lab
database and were all Dutch native speakers living in the Utrecht area in the
Netherlands. As in the Experiment 1, all mothers had higher education (HBO
(hogescholen ‘universities of applied sciences’) or WO (universiteiten ‘research
universities’) and above) and all children were typically developing.
Materials
For the Dutch 18-month-old and 24-month-old children, two picture-books were
designed to elicit two sets of seven target words, with five unfamiliar words and two
familiar words in each set (Table 1). The book and the target words for Dutch
18-month-old children was the same with the Mandarin Chinese version. To ensure
that children had not learned the words at 24 months, the five unfamiliar words in
the 24-month-old version were replaced with new unfamiliar words, while keeping
the book structure similar for both age groups.
Procedure
All participants were tested in a quiet room in the Utrecht Baby Lab. Each mother–child
dyad came to the lab twice, once when the child was 18 months and once when the
child was 24 months. The procedure was similar to Experiment 1; however, the
experimenter was a native Dutch speaker (female).
Data analysis
A trained Mandarin Chinese native speaker (the author) and a Dutch native speaker
annotated and extracted the target words and target utterances (utterances
containing the target words) from the recordings using Praat (Boersma & Weenink,
2017). An utterance boundary was defined in accordance with Martin, Igarashi,
Jincho, and Mazuka (2016, p. 54) as “any pause longer than 200ms which is
preceded by an intonational phrase boundary (pauses not accompanied by an IP
boundary were considered utterance internal)”. We followed Bortfeld and Morgan
(2010) and extracted a minimum F0, maximum F0, and mean F0 (in Hz) of the
target words. We also extracted these values from the utterances containing target
words (i.e., target utterances). The F0 range was calculated as Maximum
F0 – Minimum F0. Following Kitamura et al. (2002), the F0 range was transformed
to Semitones (st) using the formula: Semitones = 12*log2(maximum F0/minimum F0).
The values were extracted automatically using a Praat script and checked manually for
doubling and halving errors.
In total, 1375 Chinese utterances and 1434 Dutch utterances were elicited, among
which were 857 familiar utterances in Chinese (ADS: 335) and 541 familiar
utterances in Dutch (ADS: 226).4
To examine whether mothers heightened pitch and/or enlarged pitch range
specifically for unfamiliar words in IDS, we used linear mixed-effects models for all
analyses. In the models, we included fixed factors of Age (18 months/24 months),
Condition (ADS/IDS), and Familiarity (Familiar/Unfamiliar) with Participant as a
random factor. The analyses were performed for each language on both word and
4
13% of the reported familiarity of items diverged from the default familiarity for Dutch and 42% of the
reported familiarity of items diverged from the default familiarity for Mandarin Chinese.
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utterance levels. For Mandarin Chinese, due to the cross-sectional design, we included
Condition and Familiarity but not Age as random slopes. For Dutch (longitudinal
design), we allowed for random slopes for Age, Condition, and Familiarity (Barr,
Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). The dependent variables were word mean F0 (Hz),
word F0 range (Semitone (st)), utterance mean F0 (Hz), and utterance F0 range
(Semitone (st)). We used the lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015)
in the R environment (R Core Team, 2018). For each dependent variable, we took
the backward elimination approach, starting with a model that included all fixed
effects plus the random factor, and all interactions between them (the most complex
model)5 (Bates, Kliegl, Vasishth, & Baayen, 2015). Then, we used the ‘step’ function
in the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017) to reduce the
models by eliminating non-significant fixed and random factors or interactions using
the default selection criteria as set by the ‘step’ function. When the models with
multiple random effects failed to converge, we excluded Age from the random
slopes. The means and standard deviations of each dependent variable are presented
in Table 2.

Results
Experiment 1: Mandarin Chinese
We checked whether there was an effect of testing order (ADS-IDS/IDS-ADS) for each
dependent measure and no significant differences were found between the two testing
orders for any of the dependent measures. Regarding the research questions, we first
examined whether unfamiliar words specifically had a higher mean F0 and a larger
F0 range than familiar words in IDS as compared to ADS. Figure 1 and Figure 2
show the box-plots of mean F0 and F0 range at word and utterance level for
Mandarin Chinese.
The results showed that there was a main effect of Condition (ADS/IDS) and a main
effect of Familiarity (Familiar/Unfamiliar) on word mean F0 (Table 3a), but there was
no significant interaction between Condition and Familiarity. These results suggest that
the target words have a higher mean F0 in IDS than in ADS regardless of Familiarity,
and that the unfamiliar words have a higher mean F0 compared to familiar words
regardless of Condition.
As for the dependent variable word F0 range, there was a significant three-way
interaction of Condition, Age, and Familiarity in the final model (β = 2.908, SE =
1.188, t = 2.447, p = .015). Thus, we split the data by Age (18 months/24 months). The
results for 18 months (Table 3b) showed that there was a significant main effect of
Condition ( p = .008), but neither Familiarity nor the interaction between Condition
and Familiarity was in the final model, suggesting that mothers expand pitch range
for both familiar and unfamiliar words in IDS when children were 18 months. As for
the 24-month-old group (Table 3c), there was a significant interaction of Condition
and Familiarity ( p = .017), but there were no significant effects of either Condition or
Familiarity, indicating that Mandarin Chinese mothers specifically expand word F0
range for unfamiliar words in IDS when addressing 24-month-old children.
Results at the utterance level showed a significant interaction of Age and Condition
on utterance mean F0 (β = –18.766, SE = 7.862, t = –2.387, p = .022) and utterance F0
5
An example of the R codes is: lmer(meanF0 ∼ Age * Condition * Familiarity + (1 + Age + Condition +
Familiarity | Participant))
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condition

Word
mean F0

Word
F0 range

Utterance mean F0

Utterance
F0 range

ADS

230.54 (51.78)

8.29 (4.62)

238.07 (39.10)

13.17 (5.04)

IDS

249.61 (55.92)

9.45 (5.82)

256.46 (45.82)

13.94 (5.52)

Unfamiliar

ADS

238.98 (47.48)

9.14 (5.05)

236.42 (40.31)

13.23 (5.27)

IDS

272.91 (53.99)

10.00 (5.53)

270.18 (48.57)

13.73 (5.81)

Familiar

ADS

237.32 (49.97)

9.62 (5.60)

247.20 (43.39)

14.87 (5.53)

IDS

247.60 (55.63)

8.14 (5.03)

256.14 (51.88)

13.10 (5.85)

ADS

245.75 (53.52)

8.62 (4.89)

254.16 (50.51)

13.56 (5.64)

IDS

252.15 (60.23)

9.54 (5.62)

256.83 (47.72)

13.67 (6.08)

ADS

250.49 (66.51)

9.03 (6.56)

226.65 (36.33)

16.13 (5.36)

IDS

271.38 (88.19)

9.29 (5.45)

273.70 (62.15)

15.38 (5.75)

ADS

242.08 (69.11)

9.25 (5.88)

229.45 (42.87)

15.03 (5.74)

IDS

257.14 (69.62)

9.92 (5.87)

255.49 (58.65)

15.40 (6.38)

Familiar

ADS

224.86 (62.48)

8.45 (5.33)

225.95 (47.78)

15.29 (5.15)

IDS

269.61 (83.22)

9.33 (5.77)

259.69 (60.61)

15.61 (5.62)

Unfamiliar

ADS

219.56 (50.44)

7.65 (5.02)

224.36 (39.96)

14.44 (5.24)

IDS

244.94 (55.52)

9.72 (5.77)

240.25 (44.39)

14.20 (6.04)

Language

Familiarity

Mandarin Chinese 18 months

Familiar

Mandarin Chinese 24 months

Unfamiliar

Dutch 18 months

Familiar

Unfamiliar

Dutch 24 months
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Figure 1. Box-plots of word mean F0 (left panel) and word F0 range (right panel) for ADS and IDS in Mandarin
Chinese.

Figure 2. Box-plots of utterance mean F0 (left panel) and utterance F0 range (right panel) for ADS and IDS in
Mandarin Chinese.

range (β = –1.641, SE = 0.605, t = –2.712, p = .007). Thus, we split data by Age for each
measurement.
For utterance mean F0 at 18 months (Table 4a), the results showed that there was a
significant effect of Condition and a significant interaction of Condition and Familiarity
(β = 15.670, SE = 6.312, t = 2.482, p = .013). These results suggest that utterances in IDS
had a higher mean F0 compared to ADS, and that this difference was even more
pronounced for utterances containing unfamiliar words. The results for
24-month-old children showed that utterance mean F0 did not differ significantly
between ADS and IDS, as Condition was not in the final model (Table 4b).
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Table 3. Final models for Mandarin Chinese target word mean F0 and F0 range
3a. Final model for Mandarin Chinese target word mean F0 (Hz)
Estimate
Parameters
(Intercept)

SE

t-value

p

42.773

<.001***

Fixed factors
228.874

5.351

Condition (IDS)

18.235

4.751

3.838

<.001***

Familiarity(Unfamiliar)

13.197

2.902

4.548

<.001***

Random factors
Variance

SD

Participant(Intercept)

913.2

30.22

Condition (IDS)

604.5

24.59

2181.0

46.70

Residual

3b. Final model for Mandarin Chinese target word F0 range (st) for 18-month-old children
Parameters

Estimate

SE

t-value

p

<.001***

Fixed factors
(Intercept)

8.588

0.437

19.657

Condition (IDS)

1.100

0.412

2.673

.008**

Random factors
Variance
Participant(Intercept)
Residual

SD

1.845

1.358

27.281

5.223

3c. Final model for Mandarin Chinese target word F0 range (st) for 24-month-old children
Parameters

Estimate

SE

t-value

p

Fixed factors
(Intercept)

9.181

0.669

13.724

<.001***

Condition (IDS)

–1.019

0.714

–1.427

.162

Familiarity(Unfamiliar)

–0.831

0.609

–1.364

.173

1.936

0.810

2.389

.017*

Condition (IDS): Familiarity
(Unfamiliar)

Random factors
Variance
Participant(Intercept)
Condition (IDS)
Residual

SD

5.252

2.292

4.156

2.039

23.983

4.897

Notes. Intercept in Table 3a represents ADS and Familiar; intercept in Table 3b represents ADS; intercept in Table 3c
represents ADS and Familiar; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
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Table 4. Final models for Mandarin Chinese utterance mean F0 for 18-month-old and 24-month-old
children
4a. Final model for Mandarin Chinese utterance mean F0 for 18-month-old children
Estimate
Parameters
(Intercept)

SE

t-value

p

Fixed factors
233.446

6.233

37.452

<.001***

Condition (IDS)

20.190

5.406

3.735

<.001*

Familiarity(Unfamiliar)

–1.490

4.821

–0.309

.757

Condition(IDS):Familiarity
(Unfamiliar)

15.670

6.312

2.482

.013*

Random factors
Variance

SD

Participant(Intercept)

650.2

25.50

Condition (IDS)

341.1

18.47

1197.9

34.61

Residual

4b. Final model for Mandarin Chinese utterance mean F0 for 24-month-old children
Parameters

Estimate

SE

t-value

p

Fixed factors
(Intercept)
Familiarity(Unfamiliar)

249.316

7.321

34.05

<.001***

7.384

3.115

2.37

.018*

Random factors
Variance
Participant(Intercept)
Condition (IDS)
Residual

SD

1217.2

34.89

562.1

23.71

1404.5

37.48

Notes. Intercept in 4a represents ADS and Familiar; intercept in 4b represents Familiar; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001

Now we turn to the results for utterance F0 range. When splitting the data by Age,
the final models for utterance pitch range revealed that there was only a significant main
effect of Condition for 18-month-old children in IDS (Table 5a), suggesting that F0
range was larger in IDS as compared to ADS regardless of Familiarity. For
24-month-old children, the final model revealed that there was a significant main
effect of Condition, and a significant main effect of Familiarity, as well as a
significant interaction of Condition and Familiarity (Table 5b). The direction and
size of the effects indicate that, surprisingly, IDS had a smaller pitch range than
ADS, and utterances with unfamiliar words had a smaller pitch range than
utterances with familiar words. However, the interaction indicates that the effect for
familiarity was different in the two conditions. To follow up on this interaction, we
split the data further in ADS and IDS, to test for effects of familiarity in each. The
effect in ADS only showed a trend ( p = .058), in that utterances with unfamiliar
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Table 5. Final models for Mandarin Chinese utterance F0 range
5a. Final model for Mandarin Chinese utterance F0 range (st) for 18-month-old children
Estimate
Parameters
(Intercept)
Condition (IDS)

SE

t-value

p

<.001

Fixed factors
13.034

0.518

25.152

0.812

0.404

2.011

.045*

Random factors

Participant(Intercept)
Residual

Variance

SD

3.572

1.89

26.007

5.10

5b. Final model for Mandarin Chinese utterance F0 range (st) for 24-month-old children
Parameters

Estimate

SE

t-value

p

Fixed factors
(Intercept)

14.708

0.608

24.209

<.001***

Condition (IDS)

–1.683

0.603

–2.789

.005**

Familiarity(Unfamiliar)

–1.435

0.687

–2.089

.037*

1.886

0.903

2.089

.037*

Condition (IDS): Familiarity
(Unfamiliar)

Random factors

Participant(Intercept)
Residual

Variance

SD

2.883

1.689

30.922

5.561

Notes. Intercept in 5a represent ADS; intercept in 5b represents ADS and Familiar; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.

words tended to have SMALLER F0 ranges than utterances with familiar words. We found
no such difference between familiar and unfamiliar words in IDS ( p = .942).
Taken together, the results for Mandarin Chinese show age-related changes in IDS
prosody. Mandarin Chinese IDS addressing 18-month-old children had a higher mean
pitch compared to ADS, but IDS addressing 24-month-old children was already similar
to ADS in pitch height. The results also show that Mandarin Chinese mothers tend to
use pitch to highlight unfamiliar words. Specifically, at 18 months, when Mandarin
Chinese IDS generally had a higher pitch than ADS, utterances with unfamiliar
words were specifically higher than utterances with familiar words in IDS. At 24
months, utterance mean pitch of IDS was already similar to ADS, but Mandarin
Chinese mothers specifically had a larger word pitch range for unfamiliar words in
IDS. These findings suggest that Mandarin Chinese mothers of 18- and
24-month-old children distinguish unfamiliar words from familiar words mainly by
exaggerating pitch when introducing unfamiliar words.
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Figure 3. Box-plots of word mean F0 (left panel) and word F0 range (right panel) for ADS and IDS in Dutch.

Experiment 2: Dutch
We performed similar analyses for the Dutch data. Similar to Mandarin Chinese, no
significant differences were found between the two testing orders (ADS-IDS/
IDS-ADS) for any of the dependent measures. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the
box-plots of mean F0 and F0 range for Dutch. We first examined whether
unfamiliar words specifically had a higher mean F0 and/or a larger F0 range than
familiar words in IDS as compared to ADS. The final model for Dutch word mean
F0 (Table 6a) showed that there were significant main effects of Age and Condition.
There were also significant interactions of Age and Condition as well as Condition
and Familiarity. For some reason, apparently, the mothers spoke with a lower word
mean F0 in ADS when they came back to the lab when their children were 24
months old. In IDS, however, their word mean F0 at 24 months old was higher
compared to ADS. Also, unexpectedly, word mean F0 was specifically lower for
unfamiliar words in IDS as compared to ADS.
Regarding word F0 range, there was only a significant main effect of Condition. As
there was no significant interaction of Condition and Familiarity nor a significant
interaction of Condition and Age for word F0 range, these results suggest that target
words (regardless of Familiarity or Age) had a significantly larger F0 range in IDS
than in ADS (Table 6b).
At the utterance level, the final model showed that there was a significant main effect
of Condition, with a significant interaction between Condition and Age as well as
Condition and Familiarity (Table 7a). These results showed age-related changes in
IDS: utterance mean F0 was significantly lower when Dutch mothers addressed
24-month-old children compared to 18-month-old children, though utterance mean
F0 was higher in IDS compared to ADS at both ages.6 Also, surprisingly, utterances

6

When splitting the data by Age, the results showed that, for 18 months, there was a significant main
effect of Condition (β = 49.10, SE = 6.61, t = 7.45, p < .001) and a significant interaction of Condition
and Familiarity (β = –20.75, SE = 7.14, t = –2.90, p = .004), but the main effect of Familiarity was not
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Figure 4. Box-plots of utterance mean F0 (left panel) and utterance F0 range (right panel) for ADS and IDS in
Dutch.

containing unfamiliar words specifically had a lower pitch than those containing
familiar words in IDS across the two ages.
The final model for Dutch utterance F0 range (Table 7b) showed that there was only
a main effect of Familiarity, suggesting that utterances containing unfamiliar words had
a smaller F0 range compared to utterances with familiar words, regardless of Age or
Condition. There were no other significant main effects or interactions.
In sum, our Dutch results show that, contrary to our expectations, Dutch mothers
had a lower mean F0 specifically for unfamiliar words and utterances containing
unfamiliar words in IDS compared to ADS for both age groups. Dutch IDS also
enlarged F0 range at the word level compared to ADS, but there were no significant
differences in F0 range between ADS and IDS at the utterance level for both age
groups. The results also showed age-related changes of mean F0 in IDS: both words
and utterances in IDS addressing 24-month-old children had a lower mean F0
compared to IDS addressing 18-month-old children, yet IDS still had a higher mean
F0 than ADS for both ages.7
significant (β = –0.269, SE = 5.39, t = –0.05, p = .96). Similar results were obtained for the 24-month-old
group: there was a significant main effect of Condition (β = 34.49, SE = 6.93, t = 4.97, p < .001) and a
significant interaction of Condition and Familiarity (β = –17.89, SE = 7.21, t = –2.48, p = .013), but the
main effect of Familiarity was not significant (β = –0.302, SE = 5.53, t = –0.06, p = .96).
7
One anonymous reviewer pointed out that the phonological properties of the target words may
confound with the effect of Familiairy. Specifically, the familiar words (by default) included only
trochaic words (opa and appel) while unfamiliar words (by default) had both trochaic (18 months:
eland, bever, walnoot; 24 months: bamboe, wezel, and emoe) and iambic words (18 months: kasteel and
pompoen; 24 months: kapel and jasmijn). It is possible that our results that mothers specifically
increased pitch for familiar words could be due to the fact that all familiar words were trochees while
only a subset of unfamiliar words are trochees. To elimilate this possibility, we conducted ad hoc
analyses on utterance and word mean F0 by excluding iambic words from the data. The results showed
that the results held even after excluding iambic words. The results can be found in Supplementary
materials (available at <https://doi.10.1017/S0305000919000813>). The reviewer also pointed out
potential effects of Mandarin Chinese Tone 3 (a contour tone) on the results. In Mandarin Chinese,
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Table 6. Final models for Dutch target word mean F0 and F0 range
6a. Final model for Dutch target word mean F0 (Hz)
Estimate
Parameters

SE

t-value

p

7.551

32.869

<.001***

Fixed factors

(Intercept)

248.188

Age (24m)

–23.55

5.27

–4.468

<.001***

Condition (IDS)

30.479

7.305

4.172

<.001***

Familiarity(Unfamiliar)

–6.136

6.094

–1.007

.316

14.333

6.976

2.055

.040*

–15.813

7.25

–2.181

.029*

t-value

p

Age (24m) * Condition (IDS)
Condition(IDS):Familiarity
(Unfamiliar)

Random factors
Variance

SD

Participant(Intercept)

899.2

29.99

Condition (IDS)

237.5

15.41

Familiarity (Unfamiliar)

174.3

13.20

4010.0

63.32

Residual

6b. Final model for Dutch target word F0 range (st)
Parameters

Estimate

SE
Fixed factors

(Intercept)

8.6012

0.3675

23.404

<.001***

Condition (IDS)

1.1216

0.3023

3.711

<.001***

Random factors
Variance
Participant(Intercept)
Residual

SD

2.509

1.584

30.208

5.496

Notes. Intercept in 6a represents ADS, 18 months, and Familiar; intercept in 6b represents ADS; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.

Discussion and conclusions
Despite the robust evidence supporting the universality of IDS, our results suggest that
the prosodic input, and in particular the pitch of IDS in word-learning contexts, differs
between Mandarin Chinese (a tonal language) and Dutch (a non-tonal language). We
conducted two experiments on Mandarin Chinese and Dutch dyads using similar
speech elicitation methods. In this design, the content and context were matched
Tone 3 is usually not fully realized in continuous speech except when it is in utterance-final position. In our
data, only 57 out of 1375 cases had Tone 3 in utterance-final position, which are likely to be fully realized as
a contour tone. We would not expect that the small proportion of the cases contributed largely to the
results.
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Table 7. Final models for Dutch utterance mean F0 (Hz) and F0 range (st)
7a. Final models for Dutch utterance mean F0 (Hz)
Estimate
Parameters
(Intercept)

SE

t-value

p

6.253

36.426

<.001***

Fixed factors
227.759

Age (24m)

–3.111

4.480

–0.695

Condition (IDS)

49.346

5.635

8.757

Familiarity(Unfamiliar)

–0.127

4.096

–0.031

Age (24m): Condition (IDS)

–13.777

4.874

–2.826

.005**

Condition(IDS):Familiarity
(Unfamiliar)

–19.573

5.032

–3.890

<.001***

t-value

p

.490
<.001***
.975

Random factors
Variance

SD

Participant(Intercept)

796.43

28.22

Age (24m)

203.19

14.26

Condition (IDS)

298.89

17.29

Familiarity (Unfamiliar)
Residual

63.27

7.95

1902.05

43.61

7b. Final models for Dutch utterance F0 range (st)
Parameters

Estimate

SE
Fixed factors

(Intercept)
Familiarity (Unfamiliar)

15.579

0.472

33.029

<.001***

–0.673

0.308

–2.183

.029*

Random factors
Variance
Participant(Intercept)
Age (24m)
Residual

SD

5.109

2.260

3.647

1.910

27.791

5.272

Notes. Intercept in Table 7a represents ADS, 18 months, and Familiar; intercepts in 7b represents Familiar; *p < .05;
**p < .01; ***p < .001.

between languages as well as between conditions, and we kept the speech data as natural
as possible by eliciting semi-spontaneous speech instead of scripted read speech. As the
two languages differ in their use of lexical pitch, we focused on the pitch cues in
word-learning contexts.
First, we asked whether Mandarin Chinese and Dutch mothers use pitch (e.g., a
higher pitch or a larger pitch range) to highlight words that are unfamiliar to
children compared to familiar words in IDS. The Mandarin Chinese results
confirmed our expectations: when addressing 18-month-old children, utterance mean
pitch increased specifically for unfamiliar words in IDS but not for familiar words.
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At 24 months, word pitch range in IDS were exaggerated when mothers introduce
unfamiliar words compared to familiar words. However, the Dutch results showed
the opposite: Dutch mothers’ word and utterance mean pitch raised specifically for
familiar words instead of unfamiliar words for both age groups under investigation.
One reviewer pointed out that our results on the word and utterance level may not
be independent. As words are embedded in utterances, the word-level pitch may
affect the utterance-level pitch. To address this issue, we performed additional
analyses by including relatively long utterances, i.e., utterances that are longer than 2
seconds. In such long utterances the effect of the target word would only play a very
minor role when calculating the measures of the utterance. We found that for the
subset of long utterances (N = 429), results on Dutch utterance mean F0 are in line
with our original results.
Second, we asked whether IDS prosody changes from 18 to 24 months of age in
Mandarin Chinese and Dutch. Our results indicate age-related changes in both
languages. Specifically, Mandarin Chinese IDS addressing 18-month-old children had
a higher pitch and a larger pitch range than ADS, but IDS addressing 24-month-olds
was similar to ADS with respect to mean pitch. Dutch IDS addressing 18- and
24-month-old children both had a higher pitch than ADS, while the pitch range did
not differ between IDS and ADS. The results on Dutch pitch range are in accordance
with previous findings for Australian, Japanese, and Thai, which showed that pitch
range did not differ between ADS and IDS (Fernald et al., 1989; Kitamura et al.,
2002). The degree of pitch modifications, indicated by a relatively lower pitch level,
was smaller in Dutch IDS addressing 24-month-old children compared to Dutch IDS
addressing 18-month-old children. The general trend is that IDS becomes less
exaggerated and more ADS-like from 18 months to 24 months in both languages.
Previous studies on Taiwanese Mandarin and Dutch IDS focused on the first year of
life and their findings showed that IDS had a higher pitch and larger pitch range in
both languages (Benders, 2013; Liu et al., 2009; Van de Weijer, 1999). Specifically,
when taking utterance length into consideration, Benders (2013) measured F0
excursions (F0 range divided by utterance duration) and found that Dutch IDS
addressed to 11- and 15-month-old children had a larger F0 excursions as compared
to ADS. Following Benders, we performed additional analyses on F0 excursions to
examine whether F0 excursion was larger in IDS compared to ADS. The results
showed that there was a significant main effect of Condition on Mandarin Chinese
utterance F0 excursion (β = 1.78, SE = 0.27, t = 6.54, p < .001), suggesting that F0
excursion in Mandarin Chinese IDS was significantly larger than ADS at both ages.
Similarly, there was a significant main effect of Condition on Dutch utterance F0
excursion (β = 0.38, SE = 0.05, t = 7.94, p < .001), suggesting that, similar to the
findings in Benders, Dutch IDS has larger F0 excursions than ADS at both 18 and 24
months. To summarize, our results extend children’s age to 24 months by showing
that pitch in both Mandarin Chinese and Dutch IDS remains exaggerated compared
to ADS until at least 18 months old, well beyond the first year of life. Previous studies
that have examined the age-related changes in IDS have generated mixed results for
different languages and different age groups under investigation (e.g., Kitamura et al.,
2002, on Australian English and Thai; Narayan & McDermott, 2016, on Korean,
Tagalog, and Sri Lankan Tamil). Our results contribute to the literature by showing
age-related changes in Mandarin Chinese and Dutch IDS from 18 and 24 months.
Third, we asked how Dutch and Mandarin Chinese IDS differ in their use of pitch in
a word-learning context. Previous studies have shown that IDS has an exaggerated
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prosody compared to ADS across languages; only the degree of prosodic exaggeration in
IDS differs among languages. For example, American English IDS was more
exaggerated than British English, French, Italian, German, and Japanese IDS (Fernald
et al., 1989); Thai IDS was less exaggerated than Australian English IDS (Kitamura
et al., 2002). However, as illustrated above, our findings indicate that Mandarin
Chinese mothers exaggerate pitch when they introduce unfamiliar words, whereas
Dutch mothers exaggerate pitch when they introduce familiar words. These findings
suggest that the cross-linguistic differences in IDS are not restricted to the degree of
prosodic modifications. In fact, Mandarin Chinese and Dutch mothers exhibit
different prosody when introducing unfamiliar words and familiar words to children.
Previous studies suggest that mothers are aware of children’s vocabulary knowledge
at an item level (Fenson et al., 2007; Styles & Plunkett, 2009). Our findings further
imply that both Dutch and Mandarin Chinese mothers keep track of children’s
vocabulary knowledge in mother–child interactions and adapt their use of pitch
accordingly, as shown by significant interactions of Condition and Familiarity.
However, the effect of Familiarity on IDS prosody differs in the two languages. As
such, pitch functions differently in Mandarin Chinese and Dutch, and languages
employ different means in highlighting unfamiliar words in IDS, which may in turn
influence children’s strategies for word learning in meaningful ways.
The first question that arises, given these results, is why Mandarin Chinese and Dutch
mothers exhibit completely different prosodic modifications regarding the familiarity of
words. First, exaggerated pitch draws children’s attention (Fernald & Simon, 1984). Also,
children are sensitive to the mapping of prosodically highlighted words and novel objects
(Grassmann & Tomasello, 2007). Thus, we interpret the Mandarin Chinese results as
evidence for the potential facilitating effects of IDS on word learning. Pitch cues such
as higher pitch and larger pitch range in IDS do not have only linguistic functions,
but also serve to signify positive affect (Singh, Morgan, & Best, 2002; Trainor, Austin,
& Desjardins, 2000). As such, the Dutch results, which showed higher pitch for
familiar words, may be attributed to positive affect. In a longitudinal investigation of
Dutch IDS addressed to 11- to 15-month-old children, Benders (2013) found that the
acoustic properties of vowels in Dutch IDS convey positive affect but do not enhance
vowel contrasts, which could consequently facilitate infants’ phonetic categorization.
The target words in her study included words such as fiets ‘bike’, boek ‘book’, and
schaap ‘sheep’. Even though the familiarity of these words for each child was
unknown, these words were mostly listed in N-CDI (Zink & Lejaegere, 2002), and
thus they are likely to be familiar to children. It is possible that Dutch mothers show
more positive affect when they mention words that are familiar to their child
compared to unfamiliar words, e.g., because placing positive affect on unfamiliar
words might not be meaningful. In contrast, they might lower pitch for unfamiliar
words to show a relatively neutral emotion. However, little is known about whether
showing positive affect on familiar words may help or inhibit language learning.
Future research may further investigate the emotional affect in word-learning contexts
and the possible effects on word learning.
We have shown that Dutch mothers did not seem to exaggerate pitch to highlight
unfamiliar words; however, this does not necessarily mean that Dutch mothers do
not highlight unfamiliar words at all. Han et al. (2018b) found that Dutch mothers
slowed down their utterances when introducing unfamiliar words compared to
utterances containing familiar words in IDS. Combining these results, Mandarin
Chinese and Dutch IDS employ different prosodic cues to highlight unfamiliar
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words. Mandarin Chinese IDS mainly uses exaggerated pitch, while Dutch IDS prefers
temporal cues (i.e., articulation rate). However, these results only demonstrate how
mothers use prosody to make distinctions between unfamiliar and familiar words
during mother–child interactions. Future studies should examine whether such
speech patterns in Mandarin Chinese and Dutch IDS indeed facilitate word learning
in Mandarin Chinese and Dutch children.
The differences in the use of pitch cues in Mandarin Chinese and Dutch may also be
attributed to typological differences between these two languages. Mandarin Chinese, as
a tonal language, uses pitch to distinguish lexical meanings. As a result, the pitch range
of words is crucial to word meanings, so mothers specifically enlarged pitch range when
introducing unfamiliar words. They specifically did so at 24 months old, when children
are learning words efficiently. Dutch, a stress language, may resort to temporal cues to
highlight unfamiliar words.
A possibility for the difference between our Mandarin Chinese and Dutch results is
the asymmetry in experimental design. However, as the Chinese study took a
cross-sectional design and the Dutch took a longitudinal design, there would be, in
theory, lower statistical power for Chinese compared to Dutch. As such, the
cross-linguistic differences are likely to be an underestimation (rather than an
overestimation) if there were indeed any effects of the asymmetric design. That is, if
the difference in design had affected the results, we would have expected a stronger
main effect of Age in Dutch as compared to Mandarin Chinese. However, our results
showed that the age-related changes in Chinese were even stronger as compared to
Dutch. Future cross-linguistic studies on IDS may avoid this asymmetry as much as
possible, but the cross-linguistic differences found in the current study are not likely
to be affected by the design.
The current study focused on pitch properties of IDS in word-learning contexts and
the measurements included mean F0 and F0 range of the target words as well as the
utterances containing the target words. In addition to these two common measures
of pitch, other prosodic measures such as articulation rate, pausing, pitch peak,
accentuation, and F0 slope may also be used to highlight unfamiliar words. Also,
non-prosodic cues can be useful in highlighting unfamiliar words, for example,
repetition, position of target words in an utterance, sentence type, sentence
complexity, and multimodal cues. Further analyses of the current IDS corpora of
Dutch and Mandarin Chinese IDS may reveal whether mothers employ these
prosodic and non-prosodic means in word-learning contexts and whether there are
differences between the two languages.
To conclude, despite robust evidence supporting the universality of IDS, our results
suggest that the pitch properties in IDS specific to word-learning contexts show
different patterns between Mandarin Chinese, a tonal language, and Dutch, a
non-tonal language. Specifically, speakers of Mandarin Chinese IDS enlarge pitch
range when they introduce unfamiliar words, but Dutch IDS speakers heighten pitch
specifically when introducing familiar words. It is possible that the pitch cues in
Mandarin Chinese IDS have more pedagogical functions, while the pitch cues in
Dutch IDS convey positive affect and are more entertaining. Furthermore, the
developmental changes from 18 months to 24 months differ in these two languages.
Both Mandarin Chinese and Dutch IDS are exaggerated in pitch compared to ADS
in these languages when addressing 18-month-old children. When children reach 24
months, Mandarin Chinese IDS is already similar to ADS, whereas Dutch IDS is still
more exaggerated than ADS.
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Our study contributes to the understanding of the quality of prosodic input in two
distinct languages and cultures. Our findings indicate that the prosodic input in
word-learning contexts differs between languages, and consequently the specific
prosodic cues that account for the potential facilitative effects of IDS require further
examination in a diversity of languages and cultures.
Supplementary materials. For Supplementary materials for this paper, please visit <https://doi.org/10.
1017/S0305000919000813>.
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